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1. Write a menu driven program using two overloaded functions called 
calcinterest().The first function takes principal(float) and time(int) as 
arguments and finds the simple interest(rate is fixed as 5% in this case).The 
second function takes principal and rate(both float) as arguments and finds 
the compound interest(time is 2 years in this case). 
 

2. Write overloaded functions power() for finding the power of a number. The 
first function should take 2 integers a & n to find an (use pow() function). 
The second function should take a double and integer argument and should 
find the power using  an = a x a x a x a x ……………. N  times. Write a 
program which calls the two functions. 
 

3. Write a menu driven program using three overloaded functions called 
sum().  The first function should take two integers as arguments and find 
the sum of the arguments. The second function should take an integer array 
and its size as parameters and find the sum of all elements of the array. 
The third function should take an integer array, its size and a character (‘e’ 
or ‘o’) and find the sum of even numbers if the value of the character is 
‘e’, sum of odd numbers if the value of character is ‘o’, error message 
otherwise. 
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